
Frédéric (Fryderyk) Chopin (1810-1849): Concerto No.2 for Piano and Orchestra in 
F minor, Op.21 
 
 "While you are away, may your heart remain ever with us." 
    --text of a farewell cantata performed on the day of Chopin's 
departure from Poland 
 
 Although he lived the last half of his short life in France, Chopin's heart was 
always in his native Poland.  And it still is.  At the composer's request, his heart was 
preserved in alcohol at his death and returned to Warsaw where it remains to this day, 
entombed in a church column, although his body rests in Père Lachaise cemetery in Paris.  
This is undoubtedly the closest he came to being a pillar of the Church; as for being 
pickled in cognac, what may seem like an enviable fate to some probably would have 
been a matter of indifference to him.  He was a man to whom excess of any kind was 
abhorrent. 
 
 Having a French father and a Polish mother, it seems natural that Chopin would 
divide his life between these countries; in fact, politics and the artistic environment were 
responsible.  With an opera house and a  reasonably active concert calendar Warsaw was 
no hick town, but it lacked the social network and sheer numbers of musical patrons that 
provided Chopin a living in Paris, where in addition to composing and performing he 
could charge exorbitantly for teaching the sons and daughters of the wealthy.  And yet the 
political situation in Poland was partly the reason for his settling in France: Chopin 
chanced to be in Vienna when the doomed Polish revolution of 1831 broke out.  
Unwilling to return home to Russian bondage and unable to rekindle the excitement 
exhibited in 1829 by the fickle Viennese, he wandered through southern Germany for 
several weeks before arriving in the French capital in September 1831.  There his 
arrestingly original technique, effectively transferring the highly ornamented melody of 
bel canto opera to the piano, along with the exotic appeal of his Polish dance 
compositions and his unfailing social graces, made him a fixture of the fashionable 
salons. 
 
 Chopin's two piano concertos were the creative culmination of his Warsaw years 
when a career as a piano soloist seemed inevitable, notwithstanding his own self image as 
a composer first and foremost.  His  initial excursion to Vienna in August 1829 and the 
enthusiastic reception given his playing there seemed to confirm this path and, a concerto 
of his own composition being an essential tool of the touring virtuoso, Chopin 
immediately began the F minor upon his return.  The first two movements were 
completed by October, the third sometime after November 1829; Chopin himself 
premiered the work on March 17, 1830 in Warsaw, with such success that he had to 
repeat it on March 22.  At that point he had already begun to compose another concerto in 
E minor. 
 
 Thus the F minor Concerto, while accounted the Second, is actually the earlier of 
the two; as with Beethoven's first two piano concertos, the numbering reflects the order in 
which the pieces were published.  This publication order in turn reflects Chopin's 
priorities: the later E minor Concerto, larger and more heavily orchestrated than its 



predecessor, was the vehicle the composer invariably chose to present himself publicly, 
evidently believing it the more effective.  In fact the reception of the E minor was 
decidedly mixed over the years, ultimately leading Chopin to abandon public concerts 
completely in favour of salon recitals.  He seems never again to have performed the F 
minor Concerto with orchestra after leaving Poland (there is some disagreement on this 
point), although he did play individual movements in private or salon settings, solo or 
with a string quintet accompaniment. 
 
 Unfortunately the original manuscripts have disappeared, making it impossible to 
know how much revision separates what was played in Warsaw from what Chopin 
published in Paris, but on the face of it the 'Second' Concerto is the earliest of Chopin's 
works to have established itself as an essential repertory item.  Opinion on its stature with 
respect to its successor has been divided; it is the more traditional of the two in matters of 
form, although neither work conforms to the academic 'rules'.  Unlike his contemporaries 
Mendelssohn, Schumann and Liszt, Chopin retained the old-fashioned extended 
orchestral introduction of the previous generation in both of his concertos.  Further 
influence of composer-pianists such as Hummel and Field may be discerned, especially 
in the piano figuration of the slow movements; nonetheless, the harmonic imagination 
and emotional thrust of the concertos are Chopin's own, which is why his works have 
survived and those of Field and Hummel, for all their superficial glitter, have not. 
 
 The orchestration of the concertos has more consistently attracted criticism.  
Some have assumed that Chopin's teacher Elsner influenced the scoring, which has 
frequently been termed inept.  This is rather harsh, although it must be said that no 
orchestral musician looks forward to a Chopin accompaniment--for they are desperately, 
desperately dull to play!  However, from the listener's perspective, the accompaniments--
mostly a rug of strings underneath the soloist--take on that 'virtue' often ascribed to film 
scores, in that the less attention they attract to themselves the better, a characteristic to 
which limelight-loving pianists are not averse either.  Moreover the Second Concerto 
does have several unusual and effective details of scoring--for example, the dramatic 
extended string tremolo and the bassoon solo in canon with the piano in the Larghetto, 
the col legno passages in the Finale (the wood of the bow striking the strings may 
incongruously suggest castanets) and the horn 'signal' announcing the coda, so eagerly 
seized upon in the piano's continuation. 
 
 Chopin left surprisingly little first-hand commentary on his works; however, in 
the case of the F minor there is one exception, a letter to a friend in which he reveals that 
the Larghetto was inspired by his love for an attractive young soprano, a love that was 
apparently undeclared (such a gift to biographers who would link a composer's works to 
his life is rare indeed, and a figurative kiss to build a dream on).  There is also an 
intriguing connection between the mazurka-derived finale and the so-called Nocturne 
No.20 in C sharp minor (opus posthumous, also called the Lento con gran espressione): 
the first finale theme appears, much slowed down, in the middle section of the Nocturne, 
which may have been conceived as an exercise to help Chopin's sister master the 
concerto. 
 



 Recently a request to have DNA from Chopin's heart analysed to determine the 
exact cause of his death was turned down by the Polish government.  A theory that cystic 
fibrosis, a disease unrecognized in the 19th century, may have killed him rather than 
tuberculosis ('consumption') thus remains speculative. 
 
 
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827): Symphony No.7 in A major, Op.92 
 

A symphony as significant and exciting as Beethoven’s Seventh deserves to have 
a great story behind it. Unfortunately, in this case it hasn’t.  But the power of the music 
acting on the Romantic spirit could not be denied, and so Poetic Effusion in her billowing 
bloomers was wafted aloft on wings of purple prose: 
 

“All tumult, all yearning and storming of the heart become here the 
blissful insolence [sic] of joy which snatches us away with bacchanalian 
might and bears us through the roomy space of Nature, through all the 
streams and seas of life, shouting in glad self-consciousness as we tread 
throughout the universe the daring measures of the human sphere-dance.  
This symphony is the Apotheosis of Dance herself...”.  

 
This excerpt from Richard Wagner’s Art-Work of the Future is still frequently quoted in 
programme notes today (and tonight), because the problem alluded to above still exists. 
 

In the autumn of 1811 Beethoven, far from shouting in glad self-consciousness, 
was concerned with two things: inflation and his health.  Due to the losses of the 
Napoleonic wars, in March the Austrian government had devalued the florin by 80%.  
Beethoven’s annuity, a contract financed by three princes which had been made to ensure 
he would remain in Vienna, lost purchasing power, and for years he was placed in the 
awkward position of having to bargain with royalty to honour the spirit of their 
agreement.  As well, he was beset by various ailments in addition to his growing deafness 
(as we now know, he was suffering from lead poisoning), and in August 1811 he headed 
to the spa at Teplitz to take “the cure”.  The earliest sketches for the Seventh Symphony 
date from about this time—in fact he planned a series of three symphonies, concurrently 
setting down themes for the Eighth and even what would much later become the Ninth—
and they reflect nothing of these trying circumstances. 
 

Beethoven returned from Teplitz refreshed if not cured, and had completed the 
Seventh by May of 1812, but while his sketches survive he left not a word about its 
creation.  Nevertheless, a letter to an unidentified woman, the so-called “Immortal 
Beloved”, written in July 1812 shows Beethoven in an agony over the question of 
marriage—or at least cohabitation—and it is tempting to conjecture that this relationship 
was ripening during the composition of this symphony (now that would make a great 
story!).  The lady in question was evidently married already, and Beethoven unhappily 
decided to break off the affair, effectively ending his hope of finding a wife.  After 
completing the Eighth Symphony, already well under way, he apparently lapsed into a 
depression and in 1813 he composed virtually nothing. 
 



1813 was the year when the Seventh Symphony made its long-delayed debut, 
however, in December. Previous attempts had fallen through—if Beethoven’s spurt of 
symphonic activity had been launched by thoughts of pecuniary relief they foundered on 
the same financial rock as his annuity:  concerts were a hard sell in hard times, except for 
charitable events.  Thus it was at a benefit for widows and orphans of fallen soldiers, on a 
programme with his topical Wellington’s Victory (featuring a mechanical orchestra 
manufactured by the inventor of the metronome, Maelzel), that the Seventh was 
premiered. 
 

Many prominent musicians were in the orchestra, including the 
violinist/composer/conductor Louis Spohr, who recalled Beethoven’s conducting as 
“...peculiar...at a sforzando [a sudden accent] he tore his arms, previously crossed on his 
breast, violently apart.  At a piano [soft passage] he crouched down, bending lower the 
softer the tone.  At the crescendo he raised himself by degrees until at the forte he sprang 
up to his full height...”.  At the rehearsals it was obvious Beethoven could not actually 
hear the soft passages, for he missed a pause mark at one point and unwittingly found 
himself leaping when he should have been crouching.  But the concert was a success, the 
Allegretto being encored, and another performance was scheduled to the great benefit of 
the cause. 
 

Superficially the Seventh Symphony appears to be a retrenchment of Classical 
values in view of the ‘modernisms’ of the Fifth and Sixth, with their added trombones 
and connected movements, neither of which figure here.  Yet Beethoven was still 
modernizing, though in a direction to which subsequent musical developments have made 
present-day audiences insensitive: extending the range of keys encompassed by a single 
symphony.  While Wagner and many others remarked on the rhythmic element of this 
work (understandably, for each movement is built from reiteration of a different single 
rhythmic figure), the question of tonality—and what other pitch centres appear in 
addition to the primary key of A major—is central to Beethoven’s thinking. 
 

The massive Introduction to the first movement, unprecedented in its scope, poses 
the problem immediately: while the woodwinds answer each other’s broad melody, the 
bass instruments sneak downward chromatically, until in no time the opening A major 
has become F major, which in Beethoven’s day was company that A major did not 
normally keep!  String scales restore the opening key, but the bass progression is 
repeated, so that when a lyrical second theme appears in the oboe, it too is in F major.  
The lively flute figure is again in A, but F is back for the third movement.  Reconciling 
the argument between these two antagonistic tonalities is the musical point of 
Beethoven’s symphony. 
 

Of course, no one would care a fig about this if the music itself weren’t so 
overwhelming in its emotional impact, which Wagner so floridly attempted to reproduce 
in words.  The wild abandon of the finale was actually a barrier to conservative critics of 
the day, and Wagner’s use of the term “bacchanalian” may be connected to a popular 
opinion that Beethoven was drunk when he wrote it.  The encyclopaedist George Grove 
preferred to see in it the character of the composer in his self-described “unbuttoned” 



mood.  In this regard, and with respect perhaps to the sombreness of the Allegretto, the 
following passage from a letter of Beethoven’s written in early 1811 is interesting: 
 

“It was 4 o’clock before I got home this morning from a bacchanalian 
feast at which I had to laugh so much that I shall have to weep 
correspondingly today; boisterous joy often forces me powerfully back in 
upon myself again.” 

 
The sketches for the Allegretto and the finale exist side-by-side in Beethoven’s 

sketchbook. 
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